KI]SHYÀR IBN LABBÀN GILÀNI'S TREAIISE ON THE DISTANCES
AND SZES OF TF{E CELESTIAL BODIES
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Kushyàr ibn Labbán GTIánT (or al-JTIT) was a well-known Iranian
mathematician and astronomer who lived in the early eleventh century
C.E. ([30], t31, V pp.343-345; VI, pp. 246-249), [28, pp. 414-42A],
L29, pp. 118-1191, see the bibliography at the end of this paper). He
composed his major astronomical work al-Zíj al-Jami '(The comprehensive astronomical handbook with tables) around 1020-1025 C.E.
The work consists of four "books", which are entitled I: Elementary
calculations, II: Tables, III: Cosmology, and IV: Proofs. The Arabic text
of Books I and IV has been edited and published with English translation and commentary in [4], with a detailed account of Kiishyár's life
and works and a comprehensive bibliography of modern research on
him.
Kflshyár regards the first two books as the applied part of the Ttj
and the next two books as its theoretical part. Book I consists of calculation methods used in astronomy and Book IV provides proofs for
the validity of these methods. Book II contains the astronomical numerical data arranged in 55 tables. Book III consists of 30 chapters on
different astronomical subjects. Chapter 22 of Book III is on the distances and sizes of the celestial bodies according to the methods used
by Ptolemy (ca. A.D. 150) t341. The thirty Chapters of Book III are
followed by two extra unnumbered chapters. The first extra chapter, on
the deÍinition of astronomical terms, was also widely circulated as an
independent work. It has been edited and translated in [3].
In the present paper, we translate and analyze the second (and last)
extra chapter which Kfishyár appended to Book III of his Z;tj. Inthts
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second extra chapter, Kfshyár discusses how the sizes and distances
of the celestial bodies can be determined. This chapter complements
the earlier (short) Chapter 22 wherc only the results are stated without

computation. The extra chapter can also be read and studied separately,
as a more or less self-contained treatise on sizes and distances of the ce-

lestial bodies. Thus it was also copied and circulated as an independent

work entitled Risdla fi'l-ab'ad *-a'l-ajram (Treatise on the distances
and (sizes of) the (celestial) bodies).
Kushyár's treatise on the celestial distances and sizes is historically

impofiant for two reasons. First, the content is interesting. Although
Klshyár's text is to a large extent based on the Almagest and the Planetary Hypotheses of Rolemy, K[shyár deviates from Rolemy in interesting ways. Most of Klshyàr's values for the sizes and distances are
slightly different from those of Ptolemy, and Klshyár presents what
may be interpreted as a method for the determination of the length of
the earth's shadow cone, using four suitably chosen lunar eclipses. This
method makes it theoretically possible to determine the lunar distance
from the earth without parallax measurements (as Ptolemy had made),
although K[shyár does not give details.
Secondly, Kfishyár's treatise belongs to a long tradition in medieval
Islamic astronomy. Before him, al-KindT (d. ca. 873 C.E.) discussed
the determination of the distance of the moon from the earth[29,p.40,
no. A111. Treatises on the celestial distances and sizes with the same
title as that of Kushyár had also been written by the following authors:
Habash al-F.Jàsib (d. ca. 870 C.E.) t3l, V p.2761, whose treatise is
partly extant and has been published [19]; Ab[ Ja'far a]-Kházin (d. ca.
970 C.E.) [31, V p. 2991, whose treatise is lost but mentioned by alBTrunT [8, p. 1312]; al-QabTsí (1Oth c. C.E.) whose treatise is extant but
unpublished [31, V p.312]; and al-SághánT (d. 990 C.E.) t31, V p. 3111
whose treatise is also extant but unpublished (see also [29, pp.28,82,
85, 891). In K[shyár's time, al-BTrunr provided numerical information
in Book III of his Introduction to the Art of Astrology [6, pp. Il7-119],
and a full account in Chapter 6 of Book X of his Mas'udic Canon [8,
pp. 1301-13141. Ibn Srná (d. 1037 C.E.) may also have written on the
subject [29, p. 125, no. A I 2]. Qutb al-Dïn Shrràzí (d. 1 3 1 0- 1 1 C.E.) described Kfishyár's methods and parameters relating to the distances and
sizes of the celestial bodies, and criticized K[shyár's deviation from
Ptolemy (see the commentary below). The tradition continued in the
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treatise Sullam al-Sama' (Ladder of the Heaven) by al-Káshr (d. 1436
C.E.), which is extant 129,p.271,no. A4l, and in aPersian textAb'ad
wa ajram ("Distances and Sizes") by al-BrrjandT (d. 1525 C.E.) 129,
p.316, no. A141.
Kiishyár's treatise exists in nine Arabic manuscripts, two of which
are written in Hebrew characters. We now list the manuscripts with the
symbols we have used in the Arabic edition (compare [31, VI, p.2481,

l29,pp. 118-1191).
F: Istanbul, Fatih, MS 34l8ll, fols. lv-175v [16, p.472], Books IIV, copied in 545 A.H./l 150-51 C.E.; the treatise on distances and sizes
is found on 125v-131r.

L: Leiden

Universiteitsbibliotheek, MS Or. 8, fols. Iv-124r (135,
p. 4051, [10, III, pp. 84-86, no. 1054], Books I-IV, copied in 634 A.H.I
1236-37 C.E.); the treatise on distances and sizes is found on fols. 99v101v.

M: Moscow, Russian State Library, MS 15413, fols. 36v-1llr [2],
p.
II, 2171, Books III and IV, copied in 525 A.H./l130-31 C.E.; the
treatise on sizes and distances is found on fols. 69r-73r.
A: Alexandria, BaladiyyaLlbrary, MS 4285 jïm, fols. lv-73v [37,
pp.216-2111), Books III and IV, copied in 566 A.H./l 170-11C.E. from
an autograph dated 393 A.Y.l4l5 A.H./l025 C.E.; the treatise on distances and sizes is found on fols. 27 r-30r, but the first half of the treatise
is missing in this manuscript.
N: Holon, MS Nahum 209, pp. 1-64 [20, p. 1511, Book III in Hebrew characters; the treatise is found on pp. 55-64.
K: Bankipore, Khuda Bakhsh Oriental Public Library in Patna (In-

dia), MS 246816 (now 2519), fols. 45r-41v, copied in 632 A.H./1234
C.E. [1, p.64], [12, p. 139]; this ms. contains the treatise as an independent work.
B: Birmingham, Mingana collection, MS Arabic 1496 |3, p. 356,
no. 19171, 48 fols. This manuscript contains excerpts from Kfshyár's
Trj andhis astrological treatise, copied in the 19th century. An abridged
version of Kfishyàr's treatise on the distances and sizes is found on fols.
9v-l4r of this manuscript; some parts are missing and in some other
parts, only the numerical results are provided.
C: Cambridge University, MS Gg,3/27 [9, pp. 93-94); the treatise
on the distances and sizes is found on fols. 52r-53v.
H: Jerusalem, National and University Library, MS 28' 6032 [20,
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p. 1511; Kflshyár's treatise on the distances and sizes in Hebrew characters is found on fols. 60v-65v.
We note that the manuscript Tehran, Majlis library, MS 6451, mentioned in [31, VI, p. 248], does not in fact contain a copy of Ktshyár's
Z:tl.

An uncritical edition of K appeared in Hyderabad, India t171. A
Persian translation of this treatise was published by Bagheri in Iran
[18]. In August 1993,he presented a papff on this treatise to the l9th
Intemational Congress of History of Science, Zaragoza' Yano made
an edition of the manuscript K in which he corrected the errors in the
Hyderabad publication. He added an edition of Chapter 22 of al-Ttj
al-Jami'(based on F, K and another manuscript of the 7;tj, namely
Istanbul, Yeni Cami, 784/3) with a Japanese translation of the treatise
and the chapter, preceded by an introduction in Japanese [36]. This
work has not been published. In the mean time, Bagheri also prepared
a critical edition of the treatise, with draft translation and commentary.
The two editions were compared and the translation and commentary
were revised by Hogendijk. We are glad to present the result of all this
research in this paper underjoint authorship.
The Arabic edition in this paper is essentially the one by Bagheri'
The manuscript F has been used as a basis for the edition. Significant
variations in other Arabic manuscripts are provided in the apparatus,
where "om" and "add" refer to words that were omitted or added in
the indicated manuscripts. Whenever a variant in another manuscript is
preferable, it has been used in the text, but the reading of F is indicated
in the apparatus in such cases. For easy comprehension, the Arabic text
has been divided into paragraphs, but no punctuation has been added'
In the English translation we have made some additions in parentheses

(

). In the text, translation and commentary, the figures

are not drawn

to scale; i.e., they do not give an adequate proportional representation
of the distances between the earth and the different celestial bodies as
computed by K[shyàr.

Kushyár's style is sometimes difficult to understand and his text
is not free from inadequacies. Some of these errors are explained in
the commentary, but we cannot claim to have resolved all difficulties.
Throughout the treatise, Kfishyár seems to be interested in rough values
for the sizes and distances of the celestial bodies, for he does not pay
much attention to accuracy of his computations'
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Numbers in the text are often indicated in words, as in "nineteen".
We have not hesitated to use Hindu-Arabic numbers such as 19 in our
translation. An expression such as "thirty-one degrees and fifteen minutes" has been rendered in the standard sexagesimal transcription as
31; 15'. In the commentary we have used a notation such as 10;19r
to indicate 10 + # times the unit denoted as " (i.e., earth-radii). For
sake of clarity, we have sometimes rendered fractions such as 'one and
one-fourth and one-fifth" in sexagesimal transcription as 1;27.

Tfanslation of Ktshyár's TFeatise on the Distances and Sizes.
(This is) the treatise which we promised to produce and establish at
the end of this Book. It is a commentary on Chapter 22 (of Book III of
the Ztj) on the magnitudes of the distances and (sizes of) the (celestial)
bodies according to Ptolemy's methods, and on the way to determine
them.
I have seen that most people have often heard the astronomers say
that a planet is in a certain sign and a certain degree, and that an eclipse
(occurs) in such and such a (moment of; time. So they have become
accustomed to these statements from them (i.e., the astronomers), and
they have accepted the idea that there may be a way to (find) these
(data). Now if it is said that the distance between the earth and one
of the planets is such and such, and that the magnitude of its body is
such and such, they shake their heads and lips and they really think
that this is impossible (to find out). It seems to them that there is no
way to these (determinations) unless by ascending towards them (i.e.,
the planets) and by getting close to their bodies and measuring them
by their hands, as other objects on the earth can be measured. Among
the group (of people having this false opinion) there are (even) some
skilled in this art (of astronomy), whose opinion in this regard is close
to their (i.e., the laypersons') opinion, because they have not progressed
in the art to such an extent that they may regard this (determination)
possible. And (even) if they regard it as possible, they (think) that it
is difficult to derive something like it (i.e., the distances and sizes) and
they make a big fuss of it. So I produced this treatise on the method
(to find the magnitudes) of the (celestial) distances and bodies, the way
to obtain them, and on what (in determining these distances and sizes)
depends on observation and what is known by means of geometry and
computation. God grants success and help.
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Measurement of the earth.
Since the earth is in the middle of the heavens and the circularity of
its surface is parallel to the circularity of the heavens, it happens that
if one of us travels under one of the meridian circles towards the north
or the south, the pole of the celestial equator will ascend or descend
depending on the distance covered by the traveller. The distance on
the surface of the earth corresponding to one degree was found (to be)
66J miles according to Ptolemy's methods. A mile is (equal to) 3,000
cubits; a cubit (is equal to) 36 digits; a digit (is equal to the width of)
six barleycorns laid in a row with their bellies (adjacent) to each other'
If the amount for one degree, which is 66J miles, is multiplied by 360,
the circumference of the earth under one (meridian) circle is found (to
be) 24,000 miles. Archimedes showed that the ratio of the diameter of
any circle to its circumference is approximately equal to the ratio of 7
to 22, that is, 1 part of 3f . If we multiply 24,000 by 7 and divide (the
product) by 22, the result is the diameter of the earth, 7 ,636 miles, and
its radius is 3,818 miles. The radius of the earth is used (as a unit) in
measuring the other distances, and its body (i.e., volume) is used (as a
unit) in measuring (the volumes ofl the other bodies.
The distance of the moon from the earth.
The radius of (the moon's) epicycle, based on (assuming) its center
at the apogee of the eccentric orb was found to be 5 ] parts, as is found
by observation, and (the distance) between the center of the parecliptic
orb (i.e., the center of the earth) and the center of the eccentric orb (was
found to be) l0;19 parts, based on (taking) the radius of the parecliptic
orb (equal to) 60 parts. The radius of the parecliptic orb was taken (as)
the mean distance of the moon. Since the radius of the earth is one
(part), its (i.e., the moon's) mean distance from the surface of the earth
is 59 parts. If we add 5f parts to 60, then subtract one degree (i.e.,
one part) from it, the maximum distance of the moon from the surface

of the earth is (found to be) 6a] parts.

If 5]

parts is added to twice

the (distance) between the two centers (of the earth and of the eccentric

orb) which is (equal to) 20;38 parts, and the result is subtracted from
60 parts, the remainder is 341,7 parts. If one degree is subtracted from it
(i.e., the remainder), its (i.e., the moon's) minimum distance from the
earth is (found to be) 33;7 parts. It (i.e., moon's minimum distance)
is the (upper) termination of (the realm of) the four elements (fire, air,
water, earth) and the (lower) limit of the ether which is subject to the
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effects of the motions of the planets. Thus the maximum distance of the
moon, which is used in what follows, and its minimum distance (which
is not used in what follows) are known.

Which of the three bodies, i.e., the sun, the moon and the earth,
is bigger than the others.
The sun is either smaller than the earth, or bigger than it, or equal
to it. It is not smaller than the earth, because if it were smaller, then
the earth's shadow would become thicker, up to infinity, as its altitude
(i.e., distance) from the earlh increases, and it would be thinnest at the
earth. Then it would be necessary that the moon would be eclipsed at
every opposition and would remain eclipsed the whole night (, which is
not the case.) Nor is it (i.e., the sun) equal to it (i.e., the earth), because
if it were equal to it, the shadow would have the same thickness as its
altitude from the earth increases, and then it would be necessary for the
moon what rwas necessary in the first (case), except that its duration (of
total eclipse) would not be as much. Since it is not possible that the
sun is smaller than the earth or equal to it, and (since), as the moon is
higher (i.e., farther from the earth), the duration of a total (lunar) eclipse
decreases, thus it is known that when the altitude (i.e., distance) of the
shadow from the earth increases, it (i.e., the shadow) becomes thinner,
and that the sun is therefore bigger than the earth.

The moon is smaller than the shadow (of the earth) where it passes
through the shadow, because it remains (for some time completely) in
the shadow (during a total lunar eclipse). But the shadow at that position is smaller than the earth. Thus the moon is much smaller than the
earth.

The magnitude of the length of the (earth's) shadow and the
magnitude of its diameter where the moon passes through it, and
the magnitude of the diameter of its base (i.e., the diameter of the
earth).

For this purpose, two lunar eclipses (occurring) near the ascending node (of the moon), at the maximum (lunar) distance were taken
(into consideration). (The magnitude of) the first lunar eclipse was 3
digits based on (taking) the diameter of the moon 12 digits; its (i.e.,
the moon's) distance in longitude from the (ascending) node (was) 9]
parts (i.e., degrees), and (its distance) in latitude (from the ecliptic was)
49 minutes and one-fifth. (The magnitude of) the second lunar eclipse
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was 6 digits; its distance in longitude from the (ascending) node (was)
7 parts and 48 minutes, and (its) (distance) in latitude (from the ecliptic
was) 41 minutes and two-fifths. So the difference in digits (was) 3 digits, (the difference) in longitude (was) 1 part and 32 minutes, and (the
difference) in latitude (was) 7 minutes and 48 seconds. Thus it became
known that whenever the moon comes closer to the node by 1 parl and
32 minutes in longitude and by 7 minutes and 48 seconds in latitude,
the (magnitude of) the lunar eclipse increases by 3 digits. Then it becomes (clear that), if one regards the numbers rather than the degrees
and minutes (see commentary below), the ratio of the difference in longitude (between the two eclipses) to the difference in latitude is equal
to the ratio of the difference in digits to the complete obscuration (i.e.,
the radius of the shadow cone).
A

(Let) triangle ABG be half the triangle of the (section of the) shadow
cone in longitude, AG the altitude of the shadow, DE the radius of the
shadow at maximum distance of the moon , Z H its radius at the perigee
of the epicycle, and BG the radius of the shadow's base (i.e., approximately the radius of the earth) . BT (rs equal to) the difference between
DE and BG, DT is parallel to AG, and the line (segment)s DE, Z H,
BG are parallel. So if we multiply the difference in digits by the difference in latitude, and divide (the product) by the difference in longitude,
the complete obscuration (i.e. the radius of the shadow cone), which is
Dt, turns out to be approximately 15 ] digits.
(Now) similar to the two above mentioned lunar eclipses, if the two
(eclipses) were in the same direction (with respect to the node) and
(occuned) at the perigee of the epicycle, it became known that the radius of (the section of) the shadow there, which is the line (segment)
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the ratio of the parallax (of the first body) to the parallax (of the second
body) will be equal ro rhe ratio of the diameter (of the second body) to

the diameter (of the first body). Thus, if we divide 27 minutes and 10
seconds (=27 à minutes) by I minute and}l seconds 1= t j+f minutes)'
the resulr is tSf . Thus the diameterof the sun is 18f times that of the
moon. By this (same inverse) ratio, the ratio of the diameter (of the
first body) to the diameter (of the second body) is equal to the ratio of
the distance (of the second body) to the distance (of the first body). So

we multiply the maximum distance of the moon, which is 64], by
18f , the mean distance of the sun turns out to be approximately 1,208
pa-às, where the radius of the earth is one part. The distance between
the two centers of the sun (i.e., the center of the eccentric orb and the
center of the parecliptic orb, i.e., the center of the earth) is z| {tt tne
radius of the eccentic orb is 60), according to Ptolemy's methods. If we
multiply it (i.e., 2rby 18f , the product is approximaíely 47 parts (this
result is exact). If we add it to 1,208 parts, the maximum distance of
the sun (from the earth) is found as 1,255 parts. If we subtract it (i.e.,
47 parts) from 1,208 parts, the remainder is the minimum distance of
the sun (from the earth), that is approximately l,16l.

if

The magnitude of the body of the earth in terms of the body of
the sun.

It has been mentioned that the diameter of the earth is 3fr times the
diameter of the moon. If we take the distance of the moon (to represent)
its diameter, in order to facilitate the calculation for it and also for the
following (bodies), the diameter of the earth, in terms of this (unit)
magnitude, is 218. If the distance of the sun, which is approximately
1,208, also is (i.e., represents) its diameter, it is 5 j times the diameter
of the earth. If we multiply it for length, width and depth, the body of
the sun is (found to be) 166 plus

{

plus

}

times the body of the earth.

The magnitude of the shadow of the moon.
Let triangle ABGbethe triangle of the sun, BG the diameter of the
sun, DE the diameter of the earth, and HT the diameter of the moon'
We draw Z H B. Then T Z is the (length of the) shadow of the moon,
and

it is desired.
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We draw HK parallelto ZG. Then the two triangles HBK and
BG are similar. But GE is (equal to) 1,208 (parrs) and T E (is equal
to) 64i (parts). So ?G (is equal to) 1,141 plus j plus j. and it is equal
to HK. So fIK is known. Bil BG (is equal ro) 18+. and IíG is
(equal ro) 1 (part) because it is equal ro HT. So 81í is l7!. Thts ZG
is known. But TG (is equal to) l,l4l plus { plus }. So the remainder
T Z is known, and it is found by calculation to be approximately equal
to the maximum distance of the moon, that is 64j parts.
Z

Mercury.
Its minimum distance from the earth was found equal to the maximum distance of the moon, because its parallax at minimum distance
is equal to the moon's parallax at its maximum distance. The same
was found for the situation of all the planets: the maximum distance
of (any) lower (planet) is equal to the minimum distance of the higher
(subsequent planet). (So) there is no need to repeat this statement for
each one of them.

Then the (apparent) size of its (i.e., Mercury's) body was found: if
it is one paÍt at maximum distance, it was at minimum distance 2 plus
à plur ] (suctr parls). If we interchange the position of the sizes of the
bodies, and we put (any) one of them in the position of the other, the
ratio of the (first) body to the (second) body is equal to the ratio of the
(second) distance to the (first) distance. So if we multiply the 2 plus
$
plus ] by the maximum distance of the moon, and divide it by 1, (thé
result) is approximately 166 parts. This is the maximum distance of
Mercury from the earth, where the radius of the earth is (assumed to
be) 1 part. Then its (i.e., Mercury's) mean distance is 115, that is half
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the difference between the maximum and minimum distances added to
the minimum distance.
Also, if the body of Mercury is compared with the body of the sun,
while they are at their mean distances, it (i.e., the apparent diameter of

Mercury) is one-fifteenih of the body (i.e., the apparent diameter) of
the sun. Then we put the sun at the mean distance of Mercury and we
see at what distance the body of Mercury becomes 1, in order that this
distance will be (i.e., represent) its (i.e., Mercury's) diameter, as has
been explained before in the cases of the moon, the earth and the sun.
A

(Let) in the triangle ABG point,A (be) the earth and AG the mean
distance of Mercury. BG is 15 and DE is I (part), and the line Á.E is
desired. Then DE and BG are parallel, and the ratio of AE to ED is
equal to the ratio of AG to GB. Each of (the line segments) AG, DE
and BG is known, so AE is known, and it is (equal tq13 parts. If
the diameter of Mercury is 7J (parts) and the diameter of the earth is
218 (parts), the diameter of the earth is 28 plus a small amount times
the diameter of Mercury. If we multiply it for length, width and depth,
the body of the earth turns out tobe 22,000 times the body of Mercury.
This method can also be used for the remaining planets.
Venus.

(The ratio of) its (apparent) size at maximum and minimum disto 1 to 7 minus a small amount. So if 7 is multiplied
by the maximum distance of Mercury, the product is 1,160, which is its
(i.e., Venus') maximum distance and the sun's minimum distance. Its
(i.e., Venus') mean distance is 663. Its body (i.e., its apparent diameter
tances is equal
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at mean distance) was compared with the body of the sun and found to
be one-tenth of it. So if we divide 663by 10, its diameter is found to be
66 plus á plut *!. If *e divide this by the diameter of the earth (in fact,

the latter, which is 218, by the former), (we find that) the
diameter of the earth is 3 j times that of it (i.e., Venus). If we multiply
it for length, width and depth, the body of the earth turns out to be 34+
times the body of Venus.

if we divide

Mars.
(The ratio of) its (apparent) size at maximum and minimum distances is equal to 1 to 7, approximately like (that of) Venus. If we
multiply the 7 by the maximum distance of the sun, its (i.e., Mars')
maximum distance reaches 8,764.Its mean distance is 5,008. Its body
(i.e., apparent diameter) was compared with the body of the sun while
both were at their mean distances, and found to be one-twentieth of it
(i.e., the apparent diameter of the sun). So if 5,008 is divided by 2O,
its diameter (i.e., the apparent diameter of Mars) is 2501parts. If we
divide this by the diameter of the earth, the result is approximately 1
(part) plus 9 minutes. If this is multiplied for length, width and depth,
the body of Mars turns out to be approximately 1] times the body of
the earth.

Jupiter.
(The ratio of) its size at maximum and minimum distances is equal
to 1 to 1 (part) and 37 minutes. If it is multiplied by the maximum
distance of Mars, its (i.e., Jupiter's) maximum distance reaches 14,168.
Its mean distance is 11,466. Its body (i.e., apparent diameter) was compared with the body of the sun while both were at their mean distances,
and found to be one-twelfth of it (i.e., the apparent diameter of the sun).
So if we divide its mean distance by 12, its diameter is 955] . If we
divide it by the diameter of the earth, its (i.e., Jupiter's) diameter is 4
plus ] plus fr times the diameter of the earth. If we multiply this for
lengtli, width and depth, the body of Jupiter turns out to be 84 plus I
plus I dmes the body of the earth.
Saturn.
(The ratio of) its size at maximum and minimum distances is equal
to 1 to 13. If it is multiplied by the maximum distance of Jupiter, its
(i.e., Saturn's) maximum distance reaches 19,835. Its mean distance is
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17,001. Its body (i.e., apparent diameter) was compared with the body
of the sun while both were at their mean distances, and found to be
one-eighteenth of the body (i.e., apparent diameter) of the sun. So if
we divide its mean distance by 18, its (i.e., Saturn's) diameter is 9aaj.
If we divide it by the diameter of the earth, its diameter is 4] times the
diameter of the earth. If we multiply it for length, width and depth, the
body of Saturn turns our to be 81 plus plus times the body of the

]

f

earth.

The fixed stars.
The distances of all of them are equal to Saturn's maximum distance. and their sizes have been observed in six magnitudes. For any
(star) of the first magnitude, its body (i.e., apparent diameter) is onetwentieth of the sun's body (i.e., apparent diameter). If we divide its
distance by 20,the diametàr of each one of them is 991 plus ] llus 1'
If we divide it by the diameter of the earth, its (i.e., the star's) diameter

times the diameter of the earth. If we multiply it
is 4 plus t plr^ of
for l,engtli, widtli and áepth, its body turns out to be 94f times the body
of the earth. The stars below the first magnitude decrease (in size) grad-

i

t

finally at the sixth magnitude, their body is approximately
16 times the body of the earth. Thus the greatest bodies other than the
(celestial) orbs are: the sun, then the fixed stars of the first magnitude,
then Jupiter, then Saturn, then the remaining fixed stars according to
their order (of magnitude), then Mars, then the earth, then Venus, then
the moon, then Mercury.

ually,

so that

The distances in miles.
The minimum distance of the moon, which is the termination of (the
realm of) the four elements, \s 126,440 miles.
The maximumdistance of the moon, which is the minimum distance
of Mercury, is245,306 miles.
The length of the earth's shadow t's 1,A07 ,952 miles.
The maximumdistance of Mercury, which is the minimum distance
of Venus, is 633,788 miles.
The maximum distance of Venus, which is the minimum distance of
the sun, is 4,428,880 miles.
The maximum distance of the sun, which is the minimum distance
of Mars, is 4,783,954 miles.
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The maximum distance of Mars, which is the minimum distance of
Jupiter, is 33,460,952 miles.
The maximum distance of Jupiter, which is the minimum distance
of Saturn, is 54,093,424 miles.
The maximum distance of Satum, which is the distance of the fixed
stars, is 75,730,030 miles.
These are the magnitudes of the distances and bodies, and the way
to determine them.

After having fulfilled what we promised at the beginning of this
book, we finish Book III by this treatise. Praise be to God, who is One
and Sufficient, and His blessings be on Muhammad, the Chosen one.

Commentary.
Measurement of the earth. Kfishyár's value of 66! mites for one
degree on earth was attributed to Ptolemy by medieval Islamic geographers ([14, p. 131], cf .127, p. 621), and is unlike the values that were
determinedby medieval lslamic authors on the basis of their own observations. According to al-BTrunr, the astronomers of Caliph al-Ma'miin
found the terrestrial distance corresponding to one degree of geographical latitude equal to 56 or 561miles [7, p. 179]. The noticeable difference between the magnifudes quoted by al-Brmnï and K[shyár is due
to the fact that a Roman and Syrian mile are shorter than an Arabic mile
[23, p.2941. For a detailed account of the subject see [23, pp. 412-416),
[15, pp. 230-231).
The 24,000 miles for the circumference of the earth correspond to
the 180,000 stades in Ptolemy's Geography yII, 5 [27, p. I l0], and to
approximately 38,340 km [23, p.293], but of course the reader should
bear in mind that the conversion into the metric system cannot be done
very accurately because the lengths of the stade and the mile were defined with limited accuracy. The Ptolemaic magnitude for the circumference ofthe earth, as quoted by Kushyàr, leads to a value of approximately I2,20O km for the diameter of the earth. The difference from
the modern value of the equatorial diameter of the earth is 4.3 7o.
If the circumference of the earth is assumed to be equal Ío 24,O00
miles, andr : f is used, the diameter of the earth is 24,000f n x
7 ,636.363 miles, which Kushyár rounds to 7 -636 miles.
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Distance of the moon fmm the earth. KÍshyár's lunar model
and parameters are essentially the same as in Ptolemy's Almagest 126,
pp.220-234),125, pp. 159-2021. The parecliptic orb is a circle in the
plane of the ecliptic, carr,ving the lunar nodes. The center of this pare-

cliptic orb coincides with the center of the earth. K[shyár's eccentric orb is Ptolemy's moveable eccentric deferent 125, p.1861. By the
"mean distance" of the moon, Kushyár means the distance between the
center of the earth and the center of the lunar epicycle at the time of
conjunction or opposition with the sun. At that time eclipses can take
place, and the center of the lunar epicycle is at Kiishyár's parecliptic
orb. Klshyár first divides what he calls the "mean distance" into 60
parts, just as Ptolemy had done. We will use the notation p for these
parts and r for earth radii. The values 5;15p for the epicyclic radius and
l}J)n for the distance between the center of the earth and the center of
the eccentric orb were derived by Ptolemy in Almagest IV.6 by a complicated mathematical argument on the basis of observations of lunar
eclipses 126, pp. 190-2031, [25, pp. 172-178], [24, pp.73-79).
From Ptolemy's lunar theory it now follows that the maximum and
minimum distance of the moon to the center of the earth are 60p + 5; 1 Jr
= 65;l5p and 60p - 5J5e - 2 x l0;l9r = 34;7p. These values can be
easily deduced also from the figure for the lunar model provided by
al-Battánï [5, ilI, pp. 77-80], whose work was well-known to Kiishyár.
K[shyárthen assumes thatthe radius of the earth is one 'part', without giving any reasons. In other words, he assumes 1'= lp. He then
finds the maximum and minimum distance between the moon and the
surface of the earth ut 65;15o - 1'= 65;l5e - lp =64;lJn and34;7n 1' = 34i7p - lp - 33;7n. Further on in his text, he uses 64;15' for the
distance between the moon and the center of the earth. In Chapter 22 of
his Z:rj, Klshyár gives the maximal and minimal lunar distance in earthradii as 64;15' and33;7' . Thus his approach is confusing. KÍshyár explains in the following chapter how the distance of the moon in terms
of earth-radii can be found without parallax observations.
ln Alma g e s t V. 1 3 [26, pp. 247 -25 11, 125, pp. 203 -207 ], 124, pp. 1 00 1031, Ptolemy argues, on the basis of an observation of lunar parallax,
that 60p=59r, so 1P=0;59". Ptolemy then finds the following maximal
and minimal distances from the moon to the center (rather than the
surface) of the earth: 59/60 times 65;15p = 64;10' and 59/60 times
34;7P

= 33;33'

126,

p.2511. The maximum distance 64;10' is

also
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mentioned by al-Battánï [5, ilI, p. 90line 2].
In Chapter 2, Book IV of his Persian treatise lkhtiyardt-e Muzaífarí
(MS 3074, National Library of Iran, copied in1283-4C.8.,12,pp.728729), see fol. 167v) Qulb al-Drn al-Shrrázr criticizes Klshyár for his
deviation from Ptolemy's method and parameters. For Kushyár's deviation from Ptolemy's lunar model, see also [a' p' 160].

The magnitude of the length of the earth's shadow and its diameter. The two lunar eclipses mentioned by Kiishyár are the same
as those mentioned by Ptolemy rn Almrtgest V. 14 126, pp' 253-541 for
the moon near the apogee of the epicycle. Note that they were observed by the Babylonians in the 6th and 7th century B.C.E., more than
1500 years before Kfishyár lived. Kfishyár incorrectly states that both
eclipses occurred when the moon was near the ascending node, because
the first eclipse occurred near the descending node. The two eclipses

are mentioned

in [25, pp.207-209]

and analyzed extensively

in

124,

pp. 104-1081.
For the two eclipses, Ptolemy mentions the magnitude of the maximal obscuration of the moon in digits, where one digit is one-twelfth
of the complete diameter of the moon. Since the magnitude of the second eclipse was six digits, the center of the moon at mid-eclipse was
on the boundary of the shadow cone at mid-eclipse. This means that
the radius of the shadow cone is equal to the distance of the center of
the moon to the ecliptic, which distance must be measured perpendicularly to the lunar orbit (not perpendicularly to the ecliptic). Ptolemy
approximates this distance by the latitude of the center of the moon
(distance perpendicular to the ecliptic), which he computes from the
longitude difference 7;48" of the center of the moon at mid-eclipse
from the node. He does not explain the details of the computation but
only states that the resulting latitude is 0;40,40". Similarly, he computes the latitude of the center of the moon at the moment of maximal
obscuration of the first eclipse as 0;48,30'. The difference in maximal obscuration of 6 - 3 = 3 digits corresponds to one-quarter of the
lunar disk, and Ptolemy assumes the difference to be equal to the latitude difference of 0;48,30" - 0;40,40o : 0;7,50o. He concludes
that the apparent diameter of the lunar disk at maximum distance is
4 x 0;7,50o : 0;31,20' and that the radius of the shadow cone (at a
distance equal to the maximum lunar distance) is 0;40,40o, which is
approximately 2f times the apparent radius 0; 15, 40' of the lunar disk.
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Kfshyár's discussion of the eclipse deviates from Ptolemy in different ways. First, his values of the latitude are different, and how he
determined them is unclear to us. Using the standard method for finding the latitude of the moon from its argument, mentioned by al-Battànr
[5, ilI, p. 113], the latitudes for the center of the moon at mid-eclipse
for the two eclipses are 31 : 0;48, 36o and {32 : 0i40,40'. This
method is equivalent to the modern formula sin B = sin 4 sin B6 with
l3o : 5o the maximum latitude of the moon, and 4 the difference in
ecliptical longitude between the moon and the node, with rlt : 9;20"
and q2 : 7;48" .
By linear interpolation in Klshyár's own table of lunar latitudes
(MS. Istanbul, Fatih 3418, fol.80b) we obtain í3t :0;48,40" and
{32 : 0;41". K[shyàr knew that the substitution of latitude for distance
(perpendicular to the lunar orbit) is an approximation and in I.4.9 and
IV.4.8 in his Ttj [4, pp. 39-40, 15I-52], he explains a more accurate
method for finding the distance B/ which is equivalent to the formula
tan ljt - sin4 tar- Bs. Even if we apply this more accurate method,
we find 0l:0;48,47" and BL: 0;40,49". Thus, Kiishyár's values
gt :0;49,1'2" and B2: 0;41, 24" rcmain unexplained.
Secondly, Klshyár determines the radius of the earth's shadow (at

maximal lunar distance) R6 in digits, using an incorrect method. If
we put dt and dz for the maximum obscuration in digits of the first
and second lunar eclipses, his method boils down to the formula (d2 *

:

(ry - qz) l@t - 0z)'
The following formula is correct (because all the arcs are small)
(d2 - dr) I Rd : (ry - qz) lqz : (il - {32) I Az. Kushyár nevertheless
obtained a value of -Ra which is close to the Ptolemaic value. This can
dr) lRa

be explained as follows.

rlz:7;48o

h - l3z:0;7,48o, we may stateq2:
fu - l3z if we do not look at sexagesimal positions, but only at absolute numbers. Then q1 - n2 : 1;32", and 1; 3217;a8: (9 - 6) lRa,
so.R4 : 15.2608 (which Klshyár rounds to 15]). Thus, the conect
Because

and

result of Kflshyár's computation can be explained by the correct formula (d2 - dt)lRa : (ry - qz)lrlz. Ptolemy's result, expressed in
digits, is fi6 - 2Ê . 6 : 15; 36 digits 126, p.2541, which differs only
insignificantly from Klshyàr's value.
Klshyár does not give details of the two lunar eclipses for the moon
near minimum distance 54;7V at conjunctions. In this situation the
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moon is near the perigee of the epicycle and the center of the epicycle near the apogee of the deferent, so this minimum should not be
confused with the absolute minimum of approximately 33r, which occurs near quadratures. Klshyar probably used the two eclipses in Á/magest VI.5 [26, pp. 283-285]. Based on the data given by Ptolemy,
the radius of the shadow cone at mininum lunar distance 54; 15p can
be deduced from these two eclipses by a method as above. The resulting radius of the shadow cone for the moon at minimum distance is
72 x 0;46 :0;35,20o= 15.6226 digits, which is only negligibly greater
than 2$ x 6 digits. This would lead to the implausible consequence that
the width of the shadow cone is the same for the moon at maximum and
minimum distance. We do not know how Kfishyár arrived at his more
realistic value of 16;20 digits for the radius of the shadow cone at a
lunar distance of 54; 15r.
In the first figure presented in the text, K[shyár uses the similarity
of the triangles to find the length AG of the earth's shadow. Let K be
the point of intersection of DT and Z H . By the similar triangles D BT

and, DZK,TB : DT x K Z/ DK : 64Ix (16; 20-15; 30)/10; 20
=
5.1814 = 5. Thus GB : GT +TB : ED +TB :15; + S : 20ï.
Here, Klshyár uses the 'digit' as a unit of length (equal to one-twelfth
of the lunar diameter) to measure the radius of the earth.

By the similar triangles DBT and ABG, AG : GB x D:f lTB.
Apparently Kfishyár computed AG from the maximum lunar distance
DT : 64j' , as (z0l x.641') l5 : 264.425 x, 264' . rnAlmagestY.15,
Ptolemy 126, p.257) determines the length of the shadow cone as 268'
by a different method.
Note that the fact that the distances AG and DT are in earth-radii
is not important; they could equally well have been expressed in the
'parts' such that the radius of the parecliptic is 60p as above. All we
need to know is the ratio AG I DT, and thus the computation could
be made without knowledge of the lunar parallax. Since IDGE :
0; 15,40' is also known from the eclipse observations above, it is now
possible to compute the lunar distance EG to the earth in digits, and
hence the ratio EG I G B , that is, the lunar distance in earth-radii. Thus,
Klshyár's method could be used, at least in principle, for computing
the lunar distance on the basis of four suitably chosen lunar eclipse
observations. Of course, the (in)accuracy of the resulting lunardistance
would depend on the (in)accuracy of the eclipse observations.
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Volume of the moon. Since the radius of the earth is 20], digits, the
diameter of the earth is 11 1l - 3rrt : 31 + f times the diameter of
the moon. K[shyár prefers to use the Ptolemaic value 3e 126, p.2571,
which value differs by onl-v 0.5 7o from his own result. The modern
value for the ratio of the mean radius of the earth to the radius of the
moon is (6,378.388 + 6.356.912)13,476 = 3.66, which is slightly
more than Ptolemy's and Klshyár's values.
K[shyár follows Ptolemy [26, p. 2571 in giving the volume of the
earth as 39] times that of the moon (a more accurate ratio of the volumes is 39.304 with Ptolemy's value and 39.885 with Kfishyár's value).
The ratio of the volumes based on modem values is about 49.189.

The distance of the sun from the earth. K[shyár's value for
the ratio of the mean distance of the sun to the maximum distance of
the moon ltaf ; is a Ptolemaic parameter. In Almagest V.15-16 [26,
pp. 255-2571, Ptolemy found this value by a famous geometrical argument involving lunar and solar eclipses, but Klshyár simply derives
the ratio from the ratio between the lunar parallax (which could be observed) and a solar parallax which he states to be 1 + à + $ minutes =
0;I,27" . Such a small angle could never have been observed in ancient
and medieval times, so Krlshyár's approach is misleading. Ptolemy did
not observe the solar parallax but computed it from the solar distance
which he had obtained in Almagest V.15-16. We note that the Ptolemaic value for the solar distance is only 1120 of the value according
to modem measurements, and that the maximum parallax of the sun is

slightly less than 0;0,9o.
K[shyár's above-mentioned values of the lunar and solar parallax
are close to the Ftolemaic tabular values for the total lunar and solar parallax if the distance from the zenith is 30' [26, p.2651, namely 0;27,9"
and 0; 7,25o, respectively. KDshyár's value in his solar parallax table
(table no. 51 in Book ÍII of aI-ZÍj al-Jami') is 0; 1, 29'. Kushyár computed the mean distance of the sun as 64,1' x 18á : 7,207.g' , which
he rounded to 1,208". The Ptolemaic value is 1,210' [26,p.257].The
Ptolemaic values for the minimum and maximum distances of the sun
are 1,160" and 1,260' [25, p.394], I l, p. 7]. Kfishyár's values are
1,161r and 1,255'. Later in our text, Kushyár also uses 1,160r and
1,252' or I,253' for the minimal and maximal solar distance.
The fact that Ptolemy's and KDshyár's values for the distance of
the sun are approximately 20 times less than the true value, is only
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one of the reasons why the results of their calculations of the planetary
distances are very different from the modern values. Another reason

is the assumption (made by Ptolemy and Kfishyár) that the planetary
spheres are adjacent in a geocentrïc model of the universe' We have
tÀerefore refrained from comparing Klshyár's values for the sizes and
distances of the planets with modern values.
The magnitude of the body of the earth in terms of the body of
the sun. Kflshyár assumes that the maximal distance of the moon to
the earth is 64; 15', and that the mean distance of the sun to the earth is

t2I0, . Since the apparent diameters of the sun at its mean distance and
of the moon at its maximum distance are equal, the ratio of the lengths
of their diameters is equal to the ratio of their distances from the earth.
This is true irrespective of the unit of length in which the lunar and
solar diameters are expressed. Kushyár now introduces a new unit of
length, which we will call 1", in such a way that the diameter of the
moon is 64;15". This is what K[shyàr means when he says "we take
:
the distance of the moon as its diameter". Because 64; 15" " 1210"
64;75' : 1210', the diameter of the sun, expressed in the new unit is
1.270". In general, if a celestial body has an apparent diameter equal
to that of the moon at maximum distance, and its distance to the earth
is A" for some number A, then the length of its diameter is 4". This
principle will be used below for the determination of the volumes of the
planets. Klshyár's method is an elaboration of a method mentioned by
Ptolemy tnthe Planetary Hypotheses.lll,g. 8,col' 2l'
The diameter of the earth is 64|" x 3Z : 2:.8'15 = 218u units;
the factor ef is ttre above-mentioned ratio between the diameters of
the earth and th" moon. Therefore the ratio of the diameter of the sun
to that of the earth is I,20B127B : 5.541 = 5.5. Thus the ratio of
theirvolumes can be found as (5.5)3 : 166.375 : 1661 + fi' rne
Ptolemaic values for the ratios of the diameters and volumes of the sun
and the earth are 5] and 170, respectively 126, p' 2571'

The length of the shadow of the moon. This paragraph presents
several problems which we have not been able to solve. They may
have been caused by imperfect transmission of K[shyár's text. K[shyár
actually computes the minimum length of the shadow of the moon,
because he takes the moon at maximum distance 64: 15" from the earth.
In the corresponding figure, the calculation of ?-G is incorrect because
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would produce

67! + 1141 -r- ] + ]. ul, own parameters
bat 1208
1. 1+3+'. and using Ptolemaic values one finds

TG

:

-

:

ny similartriangles, ZG:
HK x GBIBK : (1. i+lfi' x 18] )177J :1,205.981" x 1,206r
andTZ : 1,206'- 1.111?,' : 64à'. that is the maximum lunar

TG :7,270r

-

64à'

1.1i5 +

i + à'

distance according to Rolemy t26, p.2571. KDshyár does not provide
computations but states the result as 641' , that is to say, equal to his
own maximum distance of the moon.
The equality of the minimum length of the shadow of the moon
and the maximum distance of the moon from the earth implies that the
apparent solar disc can be completely eclipsed by the lunar disc even in
solar eclipses that occur at maximum distance of the moon' The same
assumption was made by Ptolemy in the Almagest. The assumption
is incorrect because annular solar eclipses are possible and \ilere even
observed in antiquity, see f24, p. 1041.

The distance and volume of Mercury. Klshyár adopts Ptolemy's
onion-like model of the spheres of the celestial bodies for the minimum and maximum distances of the moon, Mercury, Venus, the sun,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn [11, pp. 4,7,9-11,29-301. This model is presented in Ptolemy's Planetary Hypotheses, which has been preserved
in an Arabic translation (Kitdb al-manshurat or Kftab al-iqtisas) and in
a Hebrew translation as well [11, p. 3]. In this model, the maximum
distance of each celestial body is equal to the minimum distance of
the next body in the above-mentioned order. For Ptolemy, this equality between maximum and minimum distance of successive planets is
the result of a philosophical principle to the effect that there cannot
be useless space. Kiishyár deduces the equality from alleged parallax
observations, which show that the parallax of a planet at maximum distance is equal to the parallax of the next planet at minimum distance.
Such parallaxes were impossible to observe for the sun and the planets. According to modern astronomical data, the planet which comes
closest to the earth is Venus, at a minimum distance of approximately
40 million km. Thus the maximum parallax of any planet is less than
o;1o.
Kflshyár comectly states the mathematical principle that the ratio
of the maximum distance of a planet to its minimum distance is (very
closely) equal to the inverse of the ratio of its apparent diameters at
these distances. We note that the maximum apparent diameters of
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Venus and Jupiter are 0; 1,6o and 0; 0,50o according to modem astronomical data, so the apparent diameter of any of the five planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Satum as well as the fixed stars could
not have been observed in ancient Greek and medieval Islamic astronomy. So again Kushyár's account is misleading. Ptolemy derived the
ratio between maximum and minimum distance from the geometÍical
model (eccenter with epicycle) of the planet. Kushyár's values for the
ratio between maximum and minimum distance are close to those of
Ptolemy.
Just like Ptolemy in the Planetary Hypotheses, Kushyár assumed
that the apparent diameter of Mercury is a nice fraction, namely 1/15,
of the apparent diameter of the sun. In the geometrical figure, Kflshyár
then attempts to determine the diameter of Mercury in the new unit of
length " which he defined above for the computation of the volume of

the sun. In the corresponding figure, BG is the diameter of a body
at the mean distance AG : 115r of Mercury but with an appaÍent
diameter equal to that of the moon at maximal distance and the sun at
mean distance. Therefore BG : 115". Therefore the true diameter
of Mercury is 115/15 - 7?" " Because the diameter of the earth is
218", the ratio of the diameter of the earth to that of Mercury is 218 :
7l x 28.43 = 28. Thus the ratio of the volume of the earth to that of
Mercury is 283 : 21,952 x 22,000. For the Ptolemaic value see the
table at the end of the next section of the commentary.
Note that the geometrical figure is confusing because D.E does not
represent a celestial body at distance AE.It would have been clearer to
delete the line ED andtake point D on line BG such thatGD : GB :
1 : 15; then G D would represent the actual diameter of Mercury, which
has to be found.

Mercury was a very small body in the Ptolemaic system because it
is always seen as a point although it is close to the earth: its minimal
distance was supposed equal to the maximum distance of the moon.
The distances and volumes of Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn.
We write d for the minimum distance between any planet and the
earth and D for its maximum distance. For each of the four planets
Venus, Mars, Jupiteq and Saturn, Kushyár uses as his fundamental
data the ratio d : D between minimal and maximal distance of the
planet, and the ratio Á between apparent diameter of the planet and the
apparent diameter of the sun when the planet is at its mean distance
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*ta + D\. A is always supposed to be a nice fraction' For Mercury'
á', D : I : 2! and A: fr. Now d for any planet is D for the preu'
ceding planet, and the volume u can be computed ^ 1à4ff2;3'
in
expressed
illustàted above in the case of Mercury. Here d and D are
the volume
earth-radii and u is the the volume of the planet divided by
of the earth.
computations
We now present the data and the results of KÍshyár's
in tabular form.

Name d':D
Moon -

Mercury l:21+ j

A
1

ttts

u
D
d
33;7 64;15 lB9ï

6415 166

Venus I:7 1/10 166 1,160
Sun 23:25 1 1,161 1,255
ll20 1,255 8,764
Mars l:7

1l22,ooo
IB4.+
166à + Ë
1+

Jupiter 60:97 lll2 8,764 14,168 9Oà.+
Saturn 5:7 1/18 14,168 19,835 8tf+f
we note that the maximum distance of venus coincides with the
preminimum distance of the sun which had already been computed
viously. This is consistent with K[shyár's account of the planetary
spheres nested inside one another'

PtolemyhadfoundthemaximumdistanceofVenusl,0T9,andthe
minimum solar distance 1,160". In order to overcome the contradicuseless
tion with the philosophical principle about the impossibility of
distance of the sun
Space, he discusses the possibility of decreasing the
to the maximum
equal
in such a way that its minimum value becomes
distanceofVenus[11,pp'4,7].Klshyáravoidedsuchdifficulties'
Klshyár,scomputationsinvolveacertainamountofrounding'We
we use
illustrate his rounding procedure by a few examples in which
the
decimal fractions, which were not used by K[shyár' Sometimes

roundingisverygood,asinhisdeterminationoftheratioofthediameter of the earth to that of Venus: (218 x 10)/663(= 3'288 ' ' ') =
3], and in the subsequent determination of the ratio of the volumes of
vËnus and the earth as (gà)'(= 34.328. ' .) = 3a]'

InthecaseofJupiter,thediameterofthebodyisgsS'512I8:
4.333...timesthediameteroftheearth.Inthetext,thisnumberis
given as 4

+I+à:

4.41667

....

On the basis of this value, the
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ratio between the volumes of Jupiter and the earth is ê + j + *)t :
86.1557... but K[shyár provides the result 84 + ] + j. fnis value is
the cube of 4.3860 . . ., which number is very close to 955.5/218. We
have no explanation for Kushyár's accurate volume determination.
In the case of Mars, note that D = 1,255 x 7 : 8, 785'. Kiishyár's
maximum distance 8,,764' corresponds to a maximum solar distance of

7,252r.
Kushyàr's results may be compared to those of Ptolemy inthe Planetary Hypotheses, which we have listed in the following table:
Name

Moon
Mercury
Venus
Sun

Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

D
d,:D A d
u
1* 33 64
U40
34:88 IlI5 64 166 1119,683
16:104 llI0 166 1.079 1144
23:25 I
1,160 1,260 166+
l:7
ll20 1,260 8,820 1+
23:37 lll2 8,820 14,189 tZ$ + i * *
5:7 1/18 14,189 19,865 79+

On these values and the related problems one may consult

[

1, p. 9-

121 and [22, p. 36-371.

The distances and volumes of the fixed stars. Just like Ptolemy,
KÍshyàr assumes that the distance between the fixed stars and the earth
is the maximal distance of Saturn to the earth, and that the apparent diameter of a star of the first magnitude is equal to uzath of the apparent
diameter of the sun. KÍshyár computes the volume of a star of the first
magnitude as 9a] times the volume of the earth. Ptolemy's value is

e4à+ $ trr,r.lt.
K[shyár states that the volume of stars of the sixth magnitude is 16
times that of the earth. This corresponds to a diameter of about 2.51
times that of the earth. The ratio of their apparent diameter to that of
the sun must have been supposed equal to 2.51 x 218 : 19,835 :

1136.11...= *!.

The classification of the visible stars into six magnitudes according

to their brightness was introduced by Hipparchus (2nd c. B.C.) and
adopted by Ptolemy 124, pp.271-2921and hence also by the medieval
Islamic astronomers. In modern astronomy, the system has become

more precise and more extended.
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Kiishyár's computations below'
Distances in miles' We reconstruct
ry
of the moon: 33rt x 3, B1B - 126,439'433 ' ' '

Minimum distance

:64f,x3'818 : 245'306'5 x 245'306'2
: 1'}aT
earth's shadow: z6l' x 3' 818
'952'

ffif;tÏ3-distance

itr"

r"ngttt of the

of the moon

818 : 633' 7BB'
distance of Mercury: 166 x 3'
x 3' 818 : 4' 428' 880'
Maximum distance of Venus: 1, 160
x 3' 818 : 4'783'954'
Maximum distance of the sun: 1,253
is
the maximum distance of the sun
We note that Kushyá''' uulo" for
above)'
1,253r (instead of 7,255' mentioned

ftf*irnJrn

MaximumdistanceofMars:8,764x3'818:33'460'952'
168 x 3' 818 :54'093'424'
Maximum distance of J"pit"tt 14'
818 : 75' 730' 030'
distance of Saturn: 19' 835 x 3'
Maximum

Inasimilarvein,Ptolemyprovidesthecelestialsizesanddistances
corresponds to 7'5 stades'
in stades [11, pp. 7-8], where one mile
to.Dr' Hamid-Reza Giahi Yazdi
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